
SummarySummary The pharmaceuticalThe pharmaceutical

industryhas popularised the idea thatindustryhaspopularised the idea that

manyproblems are causedbyimbalancesmanyproblems are causedbyimbalances

in brain chemicals.Thismessage helps toin brain chemicals.Thismessage helps to

further the aims of neoliberal economicfurther the aims of neoliberal economic

and socialpolicies bybreeding feelings ofand socialpolicies bybreeding feelings of

inadequacyand anxiety.These feelings ininadequacyand anxiety.These feelings in

turn drive increasingconsumption,turn drive increasingconsumption,

encourage people to acceptmoreencourage people to acceptmore

pressuredworkingconditions and inhibitpressuredworkingconditions and inhibit

social andpoliticalresponses.social andpoliticalresponses.
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Despite the fact that objective measuresDespite the fact that objective measures

show that health is improving, people inshow that health is improving, people in

the Western world are taking morethe Western world are taking more

prescription drugs than ever before. Aprescription drugs than ever before. A

substantial and rising proportion of thesesubstantial and rising proportion of these

are for mental disorders and this has ledare for mental disorders and this has led

some observers to talk of an ‘epidemic ofsome observers to talk of an ‘epidemic of

psychological disorders’ (Hamilton, 2003).psychological disorders’ (Hamilton, 2003).

In the UK the use of antidepressantsIn the UK the use of antidepressants

increased by 234% in the 10 years up toincreased by 234% in the 10 years up to

2002 (National Institute for Clinical2002 (National Institute for Clinical

Excellence, 2004). In the USA 11% ofExcellence, 2004). In the USA 11% of

women and 5% of men now take anti-women and 5% of men now take anti-

depressants (Stagnitti, 2005). This develop-depressants (Stagnitti, 2005). This develop-

ment has coincided with the occurrencement has coincided with the occurrence

throughout the world of political and socialthroughout the world of political and social

trends that are sometimes referred to astrends that are sometimes referred to as

‘neoliberalism’. I suggest that the model of‘neoliberalism’. I suggest that the model of

distress that underpins the promotion ofdistress that underpins the promotion of

psychiatric drugs may be a useful adjunctpsychiatric drugs may be a useful adjunct

to these policies.to these policies.

Pharmaceutical company publicityPharmaceutical company publicity

frequently refers to chemical imbalancesfrequently refers to chemical imbalances

as the putative basis of mental disorders.as the putative basis of mental disorders.

For example, the following discussion canFor example, the following discussion can

be found on the Pfizer website (http://be found on the Pfizer website (http://

www.geodon.com/s_WhatCauses.asp, lastwww.geodon.com/s_WhatCauses.asp, last

accessed 6 February 2006):accessed 6 February 2006):

‘Whatcauses schizophrenia?’‘Whatcauses schizophrenia?’
‘No one knows the exact causes of schizo-‘No one knows the exact causes of schizo-
phrenia. . . . Imbalances of certain chemicals inphrenia. . . . Imbalances of certain chemicals in
the brain are thoughtto lead to symptoms of thethe brain are thought to lead to symptoms of the

illness. Medicine plays a key role in balancingillness. Medicine plays a key role in balancing
these chemicals.’these chemicals.’

The following comments can be found on theThe following comments can be found on the

Eli Lilly website (http://www.prozac.com/Eli Lilly website (http://www.prozac.com/

how_prozac/how_it_works.jsp?reqNavIdhow_prozac/how_it_works.jsp?reqNavId¼
2.2, last accessed 6 February 2006):2.2, last accessed 6 February 2006):

‘Depression is not fully understood, but a grow-‘Depression is not fully understood, but a grow-
ing amount of evidence supports the view thating amount of evidence supports the view that
peoplewith depression have an imbalance of thepeoplewith depression have an imbalance of the
brain’s neurotransmitters, the chemicals thatbrain’s neurotransmitters, the chemicals that
allow nerve cells in the brain to communicateallow nerve cells in the brain to communicate
with each other. Many scientists believe that anwith each other. Many scientists believe that an
imbalance in serotonin may be an importantimbalance in serotonin may be an important
factor in the development and severity offactor in the development and severity of
depression.’depression.’

This idea is a popular version of the long-This idea is a popular version of the long-

standing psychiatric model of mentalstanding psychiatric model of mental

disorder as arising from potentially identifi-disorder as arising from potentially identifi-

able deviations from ‘normal’ biologicalable deviations from ‘normal’ biological

functioning. However, whereas tradi-functioning. However, whereas tradi-

tionally this model had a relatively limitedtionally this model had a relatively limited

application to severe mental disorders, theapplication to severe mental disorders, the

activities of the pharmaceutical industryactivities of the pharmaceutical industry

in recent years have greatly expanded itsin recent years have greatly expanded its

application. Disease awareness campaignsapplication. Disease awareness campaigns

for depression, social anxiety disorder,for depression, social anxiety disorder,

generalised anxiety disorder, post-generalised anxiety disorder, post-

traumatic stress disorder, attention-deficittraumatic stress disorder, attention-deficit

hyperactivity disorder and premenstrualhyperactivity disorder and premenstrual

dysphoric disorder have been wholly ordysphoric disorder have been wholly or

partly funded by drug companies and theypartly funded by drug companies and they

have sponsored research into compulsivehave sponsored research into compulsive

buying disorder and ‘preventive treatment’buying disorder and ‘preventive treatment’

for psychosis. The effect of these activitiesfor psychosis. The effect of these activities

has been to increase the number of peoplehas been to increase the number of people

who define themselves as psychiatricallywho define themselves as psychiatrically

ill and to create the impression that theill and to create the impression that the

biochemical basis of psychiatric disordersbiochemical basis of psychiatric disorders

is well established (Rose, 2004). For exam-is well established (Rose, 2004). For exam-

ple, the well-informed public (e.g. specialistple, the well-informed public (e.g. specialist

journalists) has been shocked to hear thatjournalists) has been shocked to hear that

research has not established that serotoninresearch has not established that serotonin

abnormality is the cause of depression. Aabnormality is the cause of depression. A

recent paper demonstrates why this is sorecent paper demonstrates why this is so

by exposing the gap between the simplisticby exposing the gap between the simplistic

and confident assertions found in promo-and confident assertions found in promo-

tional literature (such as those quotedtional literature (such as those quoted

above) and the inconsistent and tenuousabove) and the inconsistent and tenuous

nature of the findings of research into thenature of the findings of research into the

links between serotonin and depressionlinks between serotonin and depression

(Lacasse & Leo, 2005).(Lacasse & Leo, 2005).

How is it possible that society hasHow is it possible that society has

reached a situation in which ‘compulsivereached a situation in which ‘compulsive

buying disorder’ does not seem anbuying disorder’ does not seem an

absurdity and academic papers can discussabsurdity and academic papers can discuss

its biochemical basis (Bullock & Koran,its biochemical basis (Bullock & Koran,

2003)? The answer may lie in the conver-2003)? The answer may lie in the conver-

gence of the efforts of the pharmaceuticalgence of the efforts of the pharmaceutical

industry with wider political interests.industry with wider political interests.

Neoliberal policies, which date fromNeoliberal policies, which date from

the late 1970s, are designed to facilitatethe late 1970s, are designed to facilitate

the expansion of activities of privatethe expansion of activities of private

corporations through deregulation andcorporations through deregulation and

privatisation. Deregulation refers toprivatisation. Deregulation refers to

reduced state restrictions on trade, capitalreduced state restrictions on trade, capital

flows and business practices. A massiveflows and business practices. A massive

transfer of wealth from the public sectortransfer of wealth from the public sector

to the private sector has occurred world-to the private sector has occurred world-

wide since the 1980s and with it there haswide since the 1980s and with it there has

been a ‘historic transfer of politicalbeen a ‘historic transfer of political

authority from the state to the privateauthority from the state to the private

market’ (Hamilton, 2003: p. 17). In addi-market’ (Hamilton, 2003: p. 17). In addi-

tion, the principles of the market have beention, the principles of the market have been

imported into the remaining public enter-imported into the remaining public enter-

prises, such as the National Health Service,prises, such as the National Health Service,

to foster competition and shape them into foster competition and shape them in

readiness for sale to private providers (Pricereadiness for sale to private providers (Price

et alet al, 1999)., 1999).

Increased commercial activity demandsIncreased commercial activity demands

increased consumer spending and deregula-increased consumer spending and deregula-

tion allows industry to increase the levels oftion allows industry to increase the levels of

exploitation of its workforce. If people areexploitation of its workforce. If people are

to cooperate with this situation, they mustto cooperate with this situation, they must

be persuaded that the system is morallybe persuaded that the system is morally

good, or at least that it is morally neutral.good, or at least that it is morally neutral.

To this end neoliberalist thought portraysTo this end neoliberalist thought portrays

‘market forces’ as natural, inevitable and‘market forces’ as natural, inevitable and

unrestrainable, and as exempt from normalunrestrainable, and as exempt from normal

consideration with regard to the exploita-consideration with regard to the exploita-

tion of people or the environment. There-tion of people or the environment. There-

fore the guilt that would normally arisefore the guilt that would normally arise

from excessive consumption or profiteeringfrom excessive consumption or profiteering

is suppressed (Richards, 1989). In this con-is suppressed (Richards, 1989). In this con-

text the values of individualism, competi-text the values of individualism, competi-

tion and consumerism can be praised andtion and consumerism can be praised and

policies justified by appealing to ‘efficiency’policies justified by appealing to ‘efficiency’

and ‘consumer choice’.and ‘consumer choice’.

The deregulation of business and theThe deregulation of business and the

decline in state welfare provision have leddecline in state welfare provision have led

to growing inequality throughout theto growing inequality throughout the

world, both within and between countries.world, both within and between countries.

This polarisation between rich and poorThis polarisation between rich and poor

has occurred rapidly and very visibly,has occurred rapidly and very visibly,

thanks to the increasing spread of differentthanks to the increasing spread of different

forms of media. For example, in the USA informs of media. For example, in the USA in

the 1980s the top 10% of the populationthe 1980s the top 10% of the population

increased their income by 16%, and theincreased their income by 16%, and the

top 1% increased their income by 50%.top 1% increased their income by 50%.
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In contrast, the bottom 10% lost 15% ofIn contrast, the bottom 10% lost 15% of

their income (Phillips, 1990). Alongside thistheir income (Phillips, 1990). Alongside this

growing polarisation of wealth most peoplegrowing polarisation of wealth most people

are working more intensely for longerare working more intensely for longer

hours, and have poorer working conditionshours, and have poorer working conditions

and little job security. Unemploymentand little job security. Unemployment

and low wages are endemic, and healthand low wages are endemic, and health

inequalities are growing.inequalities are growing.

Neoliberal economic policies have beenNeoliberal economic policies have been

accompanied by increasingly authoritarianaccompanied by increasingly authoritarian

social policies. Rates of imprisonment havesocial policies. Rates of imprisonment have

increased steadily in many Western coun-increased steadily in many Western coun-

tries. In the USA, 1.3% of the male popu-tries. In the USA, 1.3% of the male popu-

lation and almost 5% of the Black malelation and almost 5% of the Black male

population are now in prison (Bureau ofpopulation are now in prison (Bureau of

Justice, 2005). In the UK, legislation inJustice, 2005). In the UK, legislation in

recent years has introduced child curfews,recent years has introduced child curfews,

parenting orders and the Anti-Socialparenting orders and the Anti-Social

Behaviour Order (ASBO), and looks set toBehaviour Order (ASBO), and looks set to

increase the use of compulsion in theincrease the use of compulsion in the

community for psychiatric patients. Thesecommunity for psychiatric patients. These

measures can be seen as attempts to policemeasures can be seen as attempts to police

the consequences of economic policies bythe consequences of economic policies by

controlling and excluding the minority ofcontrolling and excluding the minority of

Western populations that are the victimsWestern populations that are the victims

of the dismantling of the welfare state andof the dismantling of the welfare state and

the low-wage economy.the low-wage economy.

The propagation of the chemical im-The propagation of the chemical im-

balance theory provides a more subtlebalance theory provides a more subtle

means of social control, and supports themeans of social control, and supports the

neoliberal values of competitiveness andneoliberal values of competitiveness and

consumerism. Hamilton (2003) has pointedconsumerism. Hamilton (2003) has pointed

out that the system works by encouragingout that the system works by encouraging

people always to be dissatisfied and to wantpeople always to be dissatisfied and to want

more. He describes modern consumers asmore. He describes modern consumers as

being in a ‘permanent state of unfulfilledbeing in a ‘permanent state of unfulfilled

desire’ (Hamilton, 2003: p. 87). The chemi-desire’ (Hamilton, 2003: p. 87). The chemi-

cal imbalance theory implies that there is acal imbalance theory implies that there is a

normal or ideal neurochemical state againstnormal or ideal neurochemical state against

which everyone can be measured. As thewhich everyone can be measured. As the

boundaries of disease are pushed out, aboundaries of disease are pushed out, a

large proportion of the population are en-large proportion of the population are en-

couraged to be dissatisfied with themselvescouraged to be dissatisfied with themselves

and to ‘rectify’ the state of their brainand to ‘rectify’ the state of their brain

chemistry. People are encouraged to aspirechemistry. People are encouraged to aspire

to be something different from themselves,to be something different from themselves,

in their emotional lives as well as in theirin their emotional lives as well as in their

material lives. Individual consumption – inmaterial lives. Individual consumption – in

this case of pharmaceuticals – is presentedthis case of pharmaceuticals – is presented

as the means of achieving this.as the means of achieving this.

However, instead of bringing resolu-However, instead of bringing resolu-

tion, people are not easily satisfied, as withtion, people are not easily satisfied, as with

material consumption. The need for medi-material consumption. The need for medi-

cation only confirms their feelings ofcation only confirms their feelings of

inferiority and anxiety. These feelings areinferiority and anxiety. These feelings are

debilitating and they help both to createdebilitating and they help both to create

the dissatisfaction that drives consumeristthe dissatisfaction that drives consumerist

behaviour and to produce a state of mindbehaviour and to produce a state of mind

that is necessary for an increasingly compe-that is necessary for an increasingly compe-

titive working environment. A populationtitive working environment. A population

that feels inadequate is more vulnerable tothat feels inadequate is more vulnerable to

manipulation by advertising and lessmanipulation by advertising and less

able to resist increasing demands fromable to resist increasing demands from

employers. Feelings of inadequacy alsoemployers. Feelings of inadequacy also

generate support for authoritarian socialgenerate support for authoritarian social

policies and right-wing political groupspolicies and right-wing political groups

(Hamilton, 2003).(Hamilton, 2003).

Critics of psychiatry have long pointedCritics of psychiatry have long pointed

out that locating the source of problemsout that locating the source of problems

in individual biology – ‘blaming thein individual biology – ‘blaming the

brain’ – impedes exploration of social andbrain’ – impedes exploration of social and

political issues. It prevents serious consider-political issues. It prevents serious consider-

ation of the way in which economic im-ation of the way in which economic im-

peratives, such as the need to tolerateperatives, such as the need to tolerate

poor working conditions and the disciplinepoor working conditions and the discipline

of the school system, help to define certainof the school system, help to define certain

behaviours as pathological. It also obscuresbehaviours as pathological. It also obscures

the effects of social factors, such as over-the effects of social factors, such as over-

work and increased competition, on mentalwork and increased competition, on mental

well-being. If people are permanently pre-well-being. If people are permanently pre-

occupied with their mental health, theyoccupied with their mental health, they

are less able to challenge social conditionsare less able to challenge social conditions

and to fight for alternative values. Theand to fight for alternative values. The

widening application of psychiatric diseasewidening application of psychiatric disease

theory by the pharmaceutical industrytheory by the pharmaceutical industry

therefore not only helps to expand marketstherefore not only helps to expand markets

for psychotropic drugs but also helps to cre-for psychotropic drugs but also helps to cre-

ate conditions in which neoliberal policiesate conditions in which neoliberal policies

can thrive and in which resistance to themcan thrive and in which resistance to them

is curtailed.is curtailed.

However, neoliberalism has alsoHowever, neoliberalism has also

created opportunities and paradoxes.created opportunities and paradoxes.

Consumer participation has democratisedConsumer participation has democratised

services, increased access to informationservices, increased access to information

and challenged the hegemony of pro-and challenged the hegemony of pro-

fessionals. Consumer groups have led thefessionals. Consumer groups have led the

way in criticising the pharmaceuticalway in criticising the pharmaceutical

industry and monitoring and publicisingindustry and monitoring and publicising

its activities. Examples include the Allianceits activities. Examples include the Alliance

for Human Research Protection (http://for Human Research Protection (http://

www.ahrp.org), Corpwatch (http://www.ahrp.org), Corpwatch (http://

www.corpwatch.org) and Public Citizenwww.corpwatch.org) and Public Citizen

(http://www.citizen.org) in the USA,(http://www.citizen.org) in the USA,

Adverse Psychiatric Reactions InformationAdverse Psychiatric Reactions Information

Link (http://www.april.org.uk), HealthLink (http://www.april.org.uk), Health

Which (http://www.which.co.uk) and So-Which (http://www.which.co.uk) and So-

cial Audit (http://www.socialaudit.org.uk)cial Audit (http://www.socialaudit.org.uk)

in the UK, and Healthy Skepticism (http://in the UK, and Healthy Skepticism (http://

healthyskepticism.org) in Australia. Ahealthyskepticism.org) in Australia. A

debate has started within medicine aboutdebate has started within medicine about

the relationship of the profession with thethe relationship of the profession with the

pharmaceutical industry but disentanglingpharmaceutical industry but disentangling

the two still has far to go. The training ofthe two still has far to go. The training of

students and junior doctors needs to addressstudents and junior doctors needs to address

both the question of the pharmaceuticalboth the question of the pharmaceutical

industry’s influence on research and theindustry’s influence on research and the

compromising nature of drug-companycompromising nature of drug-company

hospitality. Doctors must also becomehospitality. Doctors must also become

aware of the political implications of theaware of the political implications of the

current epidemic of psychotropic drug pre-current epidemic of psychotropic drug pre-

scribing, especially since they are wellscribing, especially since they are well

placed to help to apply the brakes.placed to help to apply the brakes.
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